
Chasing my toilet! 

In the country of England, there lived a little boy called Mike. His mum was 

a police officer and his dad was a military soldier so they both had 

experience with battle and defence. However, Mike had most experience in 

the toilet. There was never one day without him going into the toilet at least 

four or five times. But one night, Mike heard a crumble and a crack sound 

so he tiptoed out of bed, got his dressing gown on, opened his bedroom 

door and crawled into the direction of the sound which led to the bathroom. 

Once he got to the bathroom door, he opened it up and to his shock the 

toilet that he minded his business on was standing on two feet looking at 

Mike with a worried look. Then the toilet pushed him out of the way then 

got down the stairs and smashed through the door. His parents accelerated 

out their room and held Mike as hard as possible. Mike knew that his 

parents wouldn’t believe him so he tried to keep his mouth shut for as long 

as he could. At the beginning of the week, Mike kept seeing the toilet at the 

corner of his eye and got annoyed at the stupid faces it pulled up at him. 

Tuesday was worse because at school the toilet tried to bond with him 

which embarrassed him and made his friends laugh out loud at him. 

Wednesday was Mikes revenge day and at home he pondered a scheme to 

teach that toilet a lesson. Mikes mum and dad didn’t know about it so in his 

bedroom he tried to not speak to loud otherwise mum and dad would’ve 

got suspicious of what an earth he was doing. The plan was to lure the toilet 

into the bathroom, try to at least get it to sleep and super glue it to where 

it should be. Thursday evening was the night of Mikes revenge to get the 

toilet to its original position. But first he had to make sure his parents were 

asleep so the plot can hit. Mike checked his parents room and they were 

slumped on the sofa, asleep. So, Mike went outside and tried to attract the 

toilets attention. Crash, bang, honk. The toilet peeked behind the lamppost 

and waddled towards Mike in confusion. Mike was surprised that this was 

working so Mike slowly opened the door and went backwards up the stairs. 



Mike had the super glue behind his back. After, Mike got to the bathroom 

and made the toilet sit down in the middle of the room. Then, Mike started 

a story which was about ten minutes long. The toilet was now fast asleep so 

Mike lifted the toilet with all his might and smacked the super glue all over 

the bottom of the toilet. ‘Mission completed!’ yelled Mike and now Mike 

can get on that toilet seat and start minding his own business on the toilet 

again.   
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